active in a given area will derive nothing new from the articles in his field and a person unfamiliar with the field will end up with a few new facts but a great deal of frustration. The brief space does not allow the authors to develop their ideas to any satisfying extent and as a result there are no real "perspectives" to be found in the individual contributions, while the overall collection is unified only to the extent that the articles all deal with some aspect of virology. The lack of space also limits the value of the articles as reference sources or as precise, critical evaluations of the subjects.
These criticisms are not directed toward the contributors, but rather toward the restrictions placed upon them. Similarly it is not a complaint about the idea behind symposia of this nature, for the 1962 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Basic Mechanisms in Animal Virus Biology is an excellent example of how beautifully this concept can be carried out.
Aside from the lack of perspective, the title of this volume is also somewhat misleading since it implies a coverage of general virology. Two-thirds of the selections deal with animal virology, a debatable distribution considering the enormous influence of studies on plant and bacterial viruses on our knowledge of fundamental virology.
In short, it is difficult to recommend this book to any particular group of students or workers. It is dispensable. New York, American Elsevier Publishing Co., 1963. viii, 468 pp. $18.00. The authors have collected in this diverse volume information useful to those interested in the theories, techniques, and uses of cell and tissue cultures. This includes a wealth of practical information that is derived not only from the personal experiences and researches of the authors, who are Professors of Microbiology of the Instituto Superiore di Sanita in Rome, but that also stems from their detailed references to the work of acknowledged leaders in this field, including an extensive bibliography. The order of presentation of the material is logical, and is essentially as follows: historical; basic techniques; special methods; and uses in research. Noteworthy are the sections devoted, respectively, to plans for the construction of a tissue culture laboratory-and it is a pity that here the authors did not include even more detail-and to the uses of tissue culture in virology, a field with which the authors seem particularly well acquainted. The text is liberally supplemented with photographs and drawings of high quality. However, the translation from the original Italian into English is somewhat marred by a rather primitive style. This monograph is a survey of the most rapidly expanding area of clinical laboratory practice. Introducing his subject by describing automated instru-ments of multi-test function, the author then discusses automated instruments of unit-test function. Over one half of the book is devoted to a listing and description of the wide variety of tests that have been automated. The large number of examples and comparisons between the available analytic methods and automation methods is valuable. Dr. Marsh closes with an alltoo-brief section on the automated aids to analysis. Although there are numerous speculations on further applications of automation, the lack of more extensive consideration of the theory and problems of existing methods is the one shortcoming of this book.
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